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Hello. My name is William B. Stockwell and I am here today to discuss the success my firm, 
Stockwell Elastomerics, a 100-year-old manufacturing company in northeast Philadelphia, and 
the Philly Manufacturing Growth Network, have had hiring Returning Citizens.  
 
Thank you for allowing me to participate in today’s hearing and to discuss this critical issue. 
 
First some background: In early 2017, as the economy experienced a surge of growth, my firm 
found it challenging to find the workers we needed to fill entry-level manufacturing positions. 
Members of the Philly Manufacturing network were experiencing the same situation. Despite 
spreading the word through our employees, their families, and friends in their neighborhoods, we 
barely found enough new people to fulfill our customers’ demand. 
 
In early 2018, we heard from Rich Bevan, the CEO of Baker Industries in Kensington, about 
their job training program for returning citizens. From Rich, we learned about Baker’s Job-
Readiness Training program, as well as the trauma people experience in prison, the experience 
gap many of them have and the challenges these people experience rejoining society. 
 
Stockwell Elastomerics made its first hire from this program in November 2018 and a second in 
April 2019. There were some bumps along the way, but by managing proactively, both are still 
with us. Our first hire is done with her parole, she is eligible to participate in our ESOP and 
contributes into her 401K plan. She took a week of vacation in early October to become 
reacquainted with family she had not seen in many years. Our second hire greets me with a smile 
every morning. She is doing well and has been recognized by her fellow employees as a strong 
contributor to the business. 
 
Other manufacturers in our network have made hires. Our network is 9 for 9 – a tiny number in 
the overall population, but a huge difference for these people trying to rebuild their lives. 
 
Now we are moving to build a sustainable hiring model that connects the folks on the sidelines to 
the small to midsized manufacturers who need entry level employees to meet demand and train 
up to fill the ranks of their aging workforce. We are working closely with Baker Industries to 
build this model, which we have dubbed our PHLMFG Bridge Model (using the image of the 
Ben Franklin Bridge). Baker has hired a professional counselor who builds trust with the 
returning citizen prior to the hire and maintains regular contact with the new employee and 
hiring manager. The counseling is not just for life at work, but life outside of work where the 
challenges may derail process.   
 
New workers hired through Baker and using the Bridge Model hire for full time work are 
supposed to be hired at the living minimum wage of $12.40 per hour, with benefits including 
medical, dental and more. The hiring companies pay a Bridge Manager fee which fully funds the 
counseling provided by Baker Industries.  
 



Philadelphia has talented workers, who just need to be given support and a chance.  We 
shouldn’t allow them to fall into poverty because we didn’t do enough to give them both. 
 
Thank you for allowing me to address you today. 


